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KEY FINDINGS 

 
● Bad early experiences made researchers ignore social data. A decade ago research 

professionals dreamt of a social-powered “market research 3.0.” But early social listening 
tools forced researchers to dig through piles of unstructured text to discover inaccurate and 
unrepresentative data. The result: Social market research got caught in a negative feedback 
loop where most researchers neither use nor value social data. 

 
● But the social market research renaissance has arrived. Social listening has overcome 

its initial problems and now offers data that’s structured, representative, and accurate. 
Research vendors are betting big on social data, and market researchers are using listening 
to discover buyer needs, develop new products, identify problem products, create better 
marketing, and even predict sales. 

 
● Follow four rules for social research success. Ready to use social data? Make sure you: 

1) Set clear goals and design your listening program to achieve those goals. 2) Leverage 
your research team’s existing processes for turning data into insight. 3) Put social data into 
the hands of your company’s decision makers. 4) Share the cost of social data between 
your research, marketing, and customer service teams. 

  
 
 
 
 

ABOUT NINETEEN INSIGHTS 
Nineteen Insights is the research and advisory firm run by former Forrester principal 
analyst and DoubleClick product manager Nate Elliott. We help brands create great 
marketing programs and we help technology vendors build great products. 
 
We can improve your company’s: 

● Thought leadership. We write, research, and deliver speeches and webinars. 
● Products. We advise vendors on features, usability, marketing, and sales. 
● Marketing. We build strategies and roadmaps, and train marketing teams. 

 
For more information, go to www.nineteeninsights.com. 
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MARKET RESEARCHERS HAD BAD EARLY EXPERIENCES WITH SOCIAL DATA 
People create billions of social posts every day — and companies have long known those posts 
carry insights.1 Market research giants like Nielsen started investing in social data back in 
2006.2 By 2009 researchers dreamt of a social-powered “market research 3.0.” 3 

 
But researchers’ initial experiences with social media only convinced them it was “vast, 
never-ending, unstructured, sarcastic, and full of emojis and hyperbole.” 4 Market researchers 
who used social data early on complained: 
 

● It was unstructured. First-generation social listening tools simply counted keywords. 
Sysomos launched promising clients “constantly updated snapshots of social media 
conversations.” 5 Likewise, Salesforce’s press release announcing its 2011 Radian6 
acquisition used the words “conversation” and “engagement” nearly two dozen times.6 

 
● It was unrepresentative. In 2009 barely one-third of Americans used social tools, and 

vendors’ focus on conversation data ignored the silent majority of social media users.7,8 
The result: When market researchers first encountered social data it provided insight on 
just 16% of Americans (see Figure 1). 

 
● It was inaccurate. Early social listening platforms struggled to turn data into insights. 

Clients complained that reports listed up to 90% of posts as “neutral” because vendors 
couldn’t determine positive or negative sentiment. Vendors privately admitted their tools 
correctly analyzed content only half the time. 
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Fig. 1  Early Social Data Studied Just 16% Of US Adults 

 
 
 
 
Fig. 2  Social Market Research Got Caught In A Negative Loop 
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SOCIAL MARKET RESEARCH GOT CAUGHT IN A NEGATIVE FEEDBACK LOOP 
Gartner says CMOs rank “market and customer insights” as the most important skill for 
supporting their companies’ business goals.9 But 81% of executives report they’re not using 
social to its full potential.10 The reason: After bad early experiences, market researchers haven’t 
given social data a second chance (see Figure 2). 
 

1. Researchers don’t use social data. Fewer than one-half of market researchers use 
social listening data (see Figure 3). By comparison nearly all use online surveys and 
more than two-thirds work with focus groups, customer databases, in-depth interviews, 
and even web analytics data.11 

 
2. So they don’t understand how to use social data. Just 37% of companies say they 

grasp how social media can improve their customer insights.12 Among other problems, 
market researchers still think all social data is unstructured and text-based: Less than 
one-half use listening to produce quantitative data (see Figure 4). 
 

3. So they ignore the social data they have. Even researchers who collect social data 
mostly disregard it. Only 27% of market researchers who have social data say they use it 
often (see Figure 5). And more than three-quarters of the market researchers who use 
social data say they consider it a secondary data source.13 
 

4. So they don’t yet see the value of social data. Most market researchers admit they 
simply don’t consider social data useful (see Figure 6).14 Only 34% say social data 
improves the quality of market research.15 And Forrester says ”most customer 
intelligence pros still cannot demonstrate the value of monitoring social data.” 16 
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Fig. 3  Market Researchers Don’t Use Social Data 

 
 
 
 
Fig. 4  Researchers Don’t Understand How To Use Social Data 
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Fig. 5  Researchers Ignore The Social Data They Have 

 
 
 
 
Fig. 6  Researchers Don’t Yet See The Value Of Social Data 
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SOCIAL MARKET RESEARCH HAS OVERCOME ITS INITIAL PROBLEMS 
Early social listening tools forced researchers to dig through piles of unstructured text to 
discover unrepresentative and inaccurate data. But today social data has overcome those 
challenges to boast many of the attributes research teams value: 
 

● It’s both structured and structured. Sure, you can still tap into social text analysis. But 
social media creates structured data, too. People react to social posts much more often 
than they create original content: Instagram generates 44 times more likes than it does 
posts (see Figure 7).17 Likewise, every account someone follows helps you understand 
them — and as many as 80% of social media users follow business accounts.18  

 
● It’s representative. No research source is perfectly representative. But if you trust 

online survey samples you should trust social data samples as well. Today more US 
adults use social media than have home broadband (see Figure 8). And social data isn’t 
only representative at scale, it can help you identify discreet audiences: Savvy brands 
identify specific sample groups from the job titles, locations, and other information people 
put in their profiles. 

 
● It’s accurate. Think social data is inaccurate? Visa’s market research team worried 

about this, too. Marketing paid for a survey to validate the insights social data generates. 
“They’re pretty much totally turned around,” says Visa Senior Director of Global Product 
Marketing Jessica Williams. “We've come to a place where they're confident in the data.” 
Social also delivers in-the-moment insights — rather than asking for opinions weeks 
after brand interactions — and captures candid, unsolicited thoughts. 
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Fig. 7  Social Media Creates Structured Data 

 
 
 
 
Fig. 8  Social Data Is Representative 
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WELCOME TO THE SOCIAL MARKET RESEARCH RENAISSANCE 
Social data is ready to serve as a key source market insights. In 2018 research leaders Ipsos 
and Meltwater acquired listening platforms.19 And while most market researchers ignore social 
data, savvy research teams now use social listening to:  
 

● Discover buyer needs. Social data uncovers needs customers don’t express in 
traditional research. Dave Chamak, manager of social analytics for IBM Market Insights, 
says, “With surveys you have to know what to ask to elicit an unarticulated need. But 
with natural language in social media, you can uncover unstated goals and inhibitors.” 
For instance, listening to electric car shoppers’ social posts reveals objections not 
captured in surveys, like the cost of replacement batteries.20 

 
● Develop new products and offerings. When McDonald’s found 330,000 tweets 

requesting extended breakfast hours it obliged — and reported that midday McMuffins 
drove increased revenues.21,22 Likewise, social data revealed ASUS’ mobile phone 
buyers most valued high-end cameras and long battery life.23 The company launched 
ZenFone Zoom, a phone with a two-lens camera and high-capacity battery that’s been 
well-reviewed.24 And Kraft Australia’s social data told the company people were mixing 
Vegemite with other spreads. So Kraft launched a Vegemite-and-cream cheese product 
that 15% of Australians bought in its first week on shelves.25 

 
● Identify problem products. While Australians loved Kraft’s new Vegemite spread, they 

hated the name: iSnack 2.0. After 72 hours of blistering social media criticism, the 
company admitted its blunder and used a social poll to choose a new name, Vegemite 
Cheesybite.26 And when Chick-fil-A reformulated its barbecue sauce, social data quickly 
found a problem: Product mentions exploded, but 73% were negative.27 To the delight of 
fans, the chain switched back to its original recipe.  

 
● Create better marketing. Visa wanted developers to build products using its payment 

API — but social data showed coders weren’t buying the brand’s overly formal marketing 
pitch. “We weren’t speaking their language,” says Visa’s Williams. So the brand took an 
informal tone and saw a better response. Georgia-Pacific used social listening to shape 
marketing for Dixie paper plates. “We had no idea how many times people were taking 
pictures of their plate and talking about food,” says Director of Social Media Megg Fligg. 
The result: An ad campaign encouraging people to put their phones down at mealtime.28 

 
● Predict sales. Brandwatch studied social data for the launch of Apple’s iPhone 7 and 

found that the two biggest features — its wireless AirPod headphones and its 
water-resistant body — generated at twice as much negative sentiment as positive.29 
Sure enough, the iPhone 7 led to Apple’s first-ever down year for phone sales.30 And 
Converseon says that by blending and filtering several types of social data (eg, topic, 
volume, sentiment, motive) it has predicted product sales with 86% accuracy.31 
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FOUR RULES FOR SOCIAL MARKET RESEARCH IN 2019 
If you’re ready to use social data for market research, follow these lessons from research 
professionals who’ve succeeded: 
 

● Establish clear goals. Social data offers endless threads for exploration — not all of 
them useful. According to Gartner VP Jenny Sussin, “If all you’re going to do is monitor 
for…your brand name, you’re going to get a lot of crap.” 32 Rather than sift through 
disorganized social data, identify specific insights needs and design your listening 
program to meet those needs. As Forrester analyst Allison Smith said, “Social data 
answers a business questions, but without asking a question, it’s just noise.” 33 

 
● Leverage existing teams and processes. As Gartner’s Sussin says, “One of the 

biggest issues is that companies are not integrating their social applications into their 
legacy applications.” 34 But your research team already has processes and technologies 
for turning data into insight and putting social data into context alongside other sources. 
Lisa Barnett, Strategy & Innovations Director at The Social Element, puts it bluntly: “This 
isn’t a job that is done by your social media manager or someone in their spare time.” 35 
 

● Push social data into the organization. Social data, like any market research, works 
best in the hands of decision makers. Some research teams now include social data in 
monthly insights newsletters to ensure distribution. And while IBM’s Chamak says he’s 
lucky most coworkers understand the value of social data, his small team still needs to 
make that data useful to 400,000 IBMers. The solution: Real-time insights dashboards 
that tell marketing and product teams what their buyers need. 
 

● Share the cost. Listening contracts can carry six- and seven-figure price tags. 
Fortunately, these tools support several parts of your organization. If you’re a market 
researcher, talk to marketing and customer service about sharing social data costs. And 
if you’re a marketer hoping to split the bill with the research team, take a page out of 
Visa’s book and fund a survey to prove social data’s value.  
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ENDNOTES 

1 Social platforms no longer report this data, but at last check people tweeted more than 500 million times 
a day, uploaded more than 400 million hours of YouTube video a day, and posted around 100 million 
Instagram photos a day. Sources: Twitter, “Twitter for Business” (https://business.twitter.com/); Domo, 
“Data Never Sleeps 5.0” (https://www.domo.com/learn/data-never-sleeps-5); Reuters, “Instagram’s User 
Base Grows To More Than 500 Million” (https://www.reuters.com/article/us-facebook-instagram-users/ 
instagrams-user-base-grows-to-more-than-500-million-idUSKCN0Z71LN). 
2 Source: Nielsen, “Nielsen to Acquire Remaining Interest in BuzzMetrics” (https://www.nielsen.com/ 
content/dam/nielsen/en_us/documents/pdf/Press%20Releases/2007/April/Nielsen%20to%20Acquire%20
Remaining%20Interest%20in%20BuzzMetrics.pdf). 
3 Source: Wired, “Market Research 3.0 Is Here” (https://www.fastcompany.com/1363805/market- 
research-30-here-attitudes-meet-algorithms-sentiment-analysis). 
4 Source: Forrester analyst Allison Smith as quoted by CIO, “Why Social Listening Platforms Are Failing” 
(https://www.cio.com/article/2876295/social-media/why-social-listening-platforms-are-failing.html). 
5 Source: Wayback Machine, “Sysomos.com: January 2, 2012” (https://web.archive.org/web/ 
20120102021945/http://www.sysomos.com:80/products/) 
6 Source: Salesforce, “Salesforce.com Signs Definitive Agreement to Acquire Radian6” 
(https://www.salesforce.com/company/news-press/press-releases/2011/03/110330/). 
7 In 2008, just 26% of US adults used social networks. In 2009 that number grew to 36%. Adoption didn’t 
cross 50% until 2012. Source: Pew Research Center, “Demographics of Social Media Users and 
Adoption in the United States” (http://www.pewinternet.org/fact-sheet/social-media/). 
8 In 2009 Forrester reported that 82% of online Americans used social media. But most were merely 
“joiners” (those who maintained social profiles without posting content) and “spectators” (consumers of 
social content). Only 24% of all online users — 29% of social media users — were “creators” (those who 
published blogs or uploaded video) and 37% of online users — 45% of social media users — were 
“critics” (those who posted comments or reviews). Source: MarketingProfs, “Forrester: Social Media 
Content Creation Waning” (http://www.marketingprofs.com/charts/2010/3938/forrester-social-media- 
content-creation-waning). 
9 Fully 74% of CMOs surveyed by Gartner in November 2017 said this skill was important to supporting 
business success, ahead of every other skill surveyed. Source: Gartner, “4 Steps for Building an Agile 
Marketing Organization” (https://www.gartner.com/webinar/3888282/player?commId=334334&channelId= 
14617&srcId=null&webinarType=UpcomingEvent). 
10 Source: Netbase, “11 Social Media Metrics You Need to Master” (https://event.webcasts.com/viewer/ 
event.jsp?ei=1204991&tp_key=c35c953e82). 
11 Source: Nineteen Insights / Fuel Cycle 2018 Market Research Executive Survey. 
12 Source: Hootsuite, “Beyond ROI” (https://hootsuite.com/pages/altimeter-report-2017). 
13 Source: Nineteen Insights / Fuel Cycle 2018 Market Research Executive Survey. 
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14 Even among market researchers who currently use social data, only 61% say it’s useful — making it 
last on that list. Source: Nineteen Insights / Fuel Cycle 2018 Market Research Executive Survey. 
15 Source: Nineteen Insights / Fuel Cycle 2018 Market Research Executive Survey. 
16 Source: CIO, “Why Social Listening Platforms Are Failing” (https://www.cio.com/article/2876295/social- 
media/why-social-listening-platforms-are-failing.html). 
17 These numbers are from 2016, the last time Instagram reported this data. Source: Reuters, 
“Instagram’s User Base Grows To More Than 500 Million” (https://www.reuters.com/article/us-facebook- 
instagram-users/instagrams-user-base-grows-to-more-than-500-million-idUSKCN0Z71LN). 
18 Source: Instagram, “Instagram Business” (https://business.instagram.com/). 
19 Sources: MarTech Today, “Research firm Ipsos buys social listening platform Synthesio” 
(https://martechtoday.com/research-firm-ipsos-buys-social-listening-platform-synthesio-227182); 
TechCrunch, “Media monitor Meltwater acquires social analytics player Sysomos” (https://techcrunch. 
com/2018/04/24/media-monitor-meltwater-acquires-social-analytics-player-sysomos/). 
20 While many surveys cite buyer concerns over electric cars’ range and fuel efficiency, we’ve seen none 
that discuss the cost of battery replacement. But Crimson Hexagon found battery replacement cost was 
the largest of those three inhibitors. Source: Crimson Hexagon, “Measuring Purchase Intent Using Social 
Media Data” (https://www.crimsonhexagon.com/blog/social-insight-into-purchase-decisions/). 
21 Source: Twitter, “How The World’s Largest Fast Food Brands Use Data To Keep Customers Coming 
Back (https://marketing.twitter.com/na/en/insights/how-the-worlds-largest-fast-food-brands-use-data-to- 
keep-customers.html). 
22 Source: USA Today, “McDonald’s all-day breakfast, promotions drive sales” (https://www.usatoday. 
com/story/money/business/2017/04/25/mcdonalds-first-quarter-earnings-all-day-breakfast/100855936/). 
23 Source: Digmind, “ASUS Case Study” (https://blog.digimind.com/en/insight-driven-marketing/ 
generating-consumer-insights-product-launch-asus-case-study/). 
24 One review gave Zenfone Zoom 4 out of 5 stars and cited the phone’s camera and battery life. Source: 
TechRadar, “ASUS Zenfone 3 Zoom” (https://www.techradar.com/reviews/asus-zenfone-3-zoom). 
25 Source: New York Times, “Vegemite Contest Draws Protests” (https://www.nytimes.com/2009/11/03/ 
business/global/03vegemite.html). 
26 Source: The Branding Journal, “How Not To Re-Create Another Vegemite iSnack 2.0 Branding 
Disaster” (https://www.thebrandingjournal.com/2016/05/vegemite-isnack-2-0-branding-disaster/). 
27 Mentions grew 9 times, but fans called the new taste “disgusting” and launched a #BringBackTheBBQ 
hashtag campaign. Once Chick-fil-A switched back to its original recipe, 92% of Twitter mentions became 
positive. Source: Twitter, “How The World’s Largest Fast Food Brands Use Data To Keep Customers 
Coming Back (https://marketing.twitter.com/na/en/insights/how-the-worlds-largest-fast-food-brands-use- 
data-to-keep-customers.html). 
28 Source: eMarketer, “Why Three Top Marketers Tap Social Analytics” (https://sysomos.com/wp-content/ 
uploads/2018/06/eMarketer_Roundup_Social_Media_Effectiveness_2018.pdf). 
29 AirPods generated 43% negative sentiment against 18% positive sentiment, largely because people 
thought they’d lose the wireless headphones. And the water-resistant body — compared to Samsung’s 
and LG’s fully waterproof models — led to 40% negative sentiment and just 13% positive. Source: 
Brandwatch (published as Crimson Hexagon), “Measuring Purchase Intent Using Social Media Data” 
(https://www.crimsonhexagon.com/blog/social-insight-into-purchase-decisions/). 
30 Apple generated 10% less iPhone revenue in Q4 2016 than in Q4 2015. Source: Fortune, “Apple’s 
iPhone 7 Less Popular Than Two-Year-Old iPhone 6” (http://fortune.com/2017/02/02/apple-paid-a-price- 
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